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About This Game

Cool cars and beautiful racers - what can be better?

In Speedy Girls: Dream Team you become a sponsor who provides financial assistance to prospective women drivers
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Just no. Personally, the girls weren't even the selling point to me, the game's perceived intricate system was (the match 3 + races
+ upgrading a car + chatting with the girls). But most of it is redundant or a lie. The match 3 is very simple and without a failure
state. The upgrades can be just brute forced into the first car by using all the match 3 abilities, gaining currency and restarting.
"Every girl has her own unique skills; Every track has its own characteristics; All cars can be upgraded;" are suppose to be
selling points, but these points become irrelevant. The races are 30 second timers that mean nothing, the chatting with the girls is
a cute gimmick, but has no bearing on any mechanic and is a chat bot, all cars have different starting stats, but they are upgraded
the same. The UI is different from the screenshot from the store page. The girls in-game have no stats unlike shown. The tracks
have no weather elements. There are only 3 tracks and they're not interwoven like shown. The car drawn in the screenshot is not
even in the game. With the redundancy of the description and screenshots, I'd call it false advertising. I got it at .99u20ac during
sale but I regret it.. By the same group that brought you Football Girls: Dream Team, Speedy Girls takes the concept towards
racing. Well, sort of. Still, you have to go through the Match-3 game (5 girls total) to get money/credits to upgrade your car. The
point, of course, is to fine tune the car to win races. Winning a race unlocks another car for you to use. Aside from the matching
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the girl achievements, there are achievements for 1, 10, 20 and 30 races, fully upgrading your car, and talking to all the girls via
the chat (which can be done after completing the fourth girl, as you can u201cchatu201d with the fifth girl then). Do note the
chat is a bitu2026 limited.. this game sucks i want a refund.. Don't waste your money they hyped up the description of the game
and it's not what was expected. Save your five bucks. Play Bejeweled with a porn browser in another window. It'd be a better
experience than playing this game.

Valve makes our game unique update in Steam!? : Friends! I wonder why we are not out on 23 August? Here is the translation
of the message from support:. Girlfriend Cards Update : Hi, we apologize for not doing this update in time. Due to the collapse
of our studio.. Hooray! Hooray! Hooray! We are on Steam! : Finally the game appeared in the store! Steam did not want to let
us in for very long .
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